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RE: Proposed business units at Blackhill Quarry, Woodbury.   
 
Pre-application advice is sought for the proposed erection of an additional industrial building to 
support the existing business being operated form the site together with the erection of 5 additional 
industrial use by other businesses. 
 
Blackhill Quarry is situated in the open countryside, approximately 1.7 kilometres west of Woodbury 
on the commons. Access to the site is by way of a dedicated access off the B3180. The proposal in 
question would see some existing buildings situated to the east of the existing Blackhill Engineering 
removed from the site. 
 
It is understood that the requirements of the extant planning permission (10/0473/CM) requires a 
restoration and aftercare scheme to be implemented following cessation of the quarrying 
operations. As part of this condition, alternative schemes (subject to planning permission) can be 
considered and it is under this clause which your enquiry is submitted under. 
 
When considering such proposals, strategies and policies within the East Devon Local (EDLP) must 
be taken into account, together with any other relevant material considerations. In this instance, 
the key elements of the EDLP are: 
 

- Strategy 7 – Development in the Countryside. 

This strategy states that development in the countryside “will only be permitted where it is in 
accordance with a specific Local or Neighbourhood Plan policy that explicitly permits such 
development”. In this instance, there is no local or neighbourhood plan which would permit the 
proposal and, therefore, it is considered that it would not comply with Strategy 7.  
 

- Policy E5 – Small scale Economic Development in Rural Areas  

This policy states that the expansion of existing businesses designed to provide jobs for local people 
will be permitted where  
 

1. it involves the conversion of existing buildings. Or 
2. if new buildings are involved, it is on previously developed land. Or 
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3. if on a greenfield site, shall be well related in scale and form and in sustainability terms to 
the village and surrounding areas. 

 
In this instance, the Local Planning Authority recognise the previously developed nature of the site, 
however, in the ‘Glossary of Terms’ section of the Local Plan (which echoes those contained in the 
National Planning Policy Framework) previously developed land specifically excludes ‘land that has 
been developed for minerals extraction or waste disposal by landfill purposes where provision for 
restoration has been made through development control procedures. Accordingly, the land would 
be greenfield. 
 
In terms of Policy E5 as the site would not be well related in sustainability terms to Woodbury or 
surrounding areas the proposal would be contrary to policy. 
 
However, if sufficient justification can be made in terms of the needs of the existing business being 
operated from the site to expand into an additional building, then the economic benefits may 
outweigh the environmental harm, of the unsustainable location as a departure from the Local Plan. 
For this purpose an economic benefits statement would need to be submitted as part of an 
application.  
 
The five speculative units being located in an unsustainable location would not be acceptable. 
 

- Policy D1 – Design and Local Distinctiveness 
 
This policy provides a range of criteria to satisfy. However, no elevation plans or indication of 
materials have been provided to be able to comment upon. That being said should the new 
building(s) be of a similar design to those already in existence on site then no specific objections 
could be upheld. 
 
The landscaping of the site would be key to how the proposed development would assimilate into 
its surroundings. In this respect a comprehensive landscaping scheme and management plan would 
need to be submitted. 
 

- Policy D3 – Trees and Development Sites.  
 
This policy seeks to ensure that trees are protected during development, and that and new 
development does not result in the loss of, or harm to, trees. There are a number of trees in the 
vicinity of the site in question. Consequently, the Council’s Arboricultural Officer has stated that, in 
order to comply with this policy, any forthcoming application must be informed by an arboricultural 
impact assessment, supported by a BS5837:2012 tree report detailing how tree constraints have 
been taken account in the layout of the buildings and how the trees will be protected during 
development. 
 

- Policy EN16 – Contaminated Land 
 
This policy requires previously developed land that has the potential to be contaminated to be 
remediated. The Council’s Environmental Health officer has advised that they would wish to 
consider a contaminated land report as part of any submission. 
 

- Policy TC7 – Adequacy of Road Network and Site Access 
 



There is an existing access serving the site which may need to be improved and/or altered should 
permission be sought for all 6 of the proposed buildings, however, for the additional unit proposed 
to support the existing business would not require any works to the existing access. 
 
The other relevant policies you have covered in your covering letter and therefore there would be 
no point in further rehearsing them here. 
 
Conclusion. 
 
Given the above, it is considered that an application for the proposal to which the pre-application 
enquiry relates would not comply with the provisions Strategy 7 and Policy E5 of the EDLP. However, 
should appropriate justification be submitted to support expansion of the existing business and 
additional building for their use may be able to be supported as a departure from policy given the 
economic benefits of retaining an existing employer. The five speculative industrial buildings would 
not receive officer support. 
 
I trust the above information is of assistance to you. However, please note that this advice is given 
on an informal basis and will not prejudice the determination of any future planning application. 
Any forthcoming application will be assessed in accordance with the relevant policies at the time of 
determination following, and taking into account comments received during, the statutory 
consultation period.  

 
Yours sincerely 

 
 
Gavin Spiller 
Principal Planning Officer. 
On behalf of the Western Planning Team.  
 
 


